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SAGE Learning in Retirement — in Cooperation with CSUN
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Enrichment
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG
The Grass Has Riz
I Wonder Where the Flowers Is?
The Garden Issue?

HELP
We need more ideas for new and interesting courses.
—
—
—
—
—

Want to learn something new?
Know a little about something — want to learn more?
Have an idea for a course that would interest others?
What would you like to learn about?
What is missing from our course choices that would get your attention?

Why not suggest a course to engage our curiosity and enrich our minds?
The Curriculum Committee folks would love to hear from you.
Contact: bjaddis@aol.com
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BITS AND PIECES
SAGE TERMINOLOGY
It’s official. After discussion and consensus building, the SAGE Board approved the following
terminology for SAGE offerings.
TERM - refers to each quarter’s course offerings, i.e. Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall.
COURSE - refers to the named course of study, i.e. Hot Topics, Middle Ages, Beethoven

CLASS - refers to one, individual meeting of a course. As in "Hey Jerry, see you in class tomorrow."

INTERESTING INTERNET SITES
Feast Afrique, a new internet archive, contains almost 250 links to online books, covering West
African, African-American, and African diasporic culinary history.

Upcoming Zoom/Webinar events for SAH/SCC (Society of Architectural Historians/Southern
California Chapter) -- see top left box, changing display. Then go to the Events tab for more info on
each, making reservations ($5), etc. The panel discussion on March 13th was between preservationists, the architects doing the restoration, and historians, more interested in highlighting historical
happenings. More events than those on the website are scheduled through July. Keep your eye on
the website, both to sign up and to see what's ahead. http://www.sahscc.org

SUGGESTED ZOOM GUIDELINES FOR CLASSES
1. If possible, prepare and distribute class outline to members one week in advance.
2. Notify the coordinator when you will not be able to attend class. If you are unable to present,
notify the coordinator and find someone in the class to take your place.
3. When you leave a meeting, STOP VIDEO. Click on the Stop Video icon at the bottom of your
Zoom screen (looks like a video camera) or try to wait until the break to leave.
4. When you are not speaking, MUTE yourself. It is distracting to hear barking dogs, ringing
phones, tv, etc. Raise your hand to be recognized and then UNMUTE to speak.
5. If your phone rings, please MUTE yourself to stop the ringing.
6. Do not use VIRTUAL SCREENS, or FILTERS if they make it difficult for other class
members to see you or your shared screen.
7. Do not do anything while you are on camera that you don’t want everyone to
see. Remember, we see everything you do.
8. Do not eat while on camera. We do not want to see what you are
chewing. STOP VIDEO while you lunch.
9. Drinking is ok (non-alcoholic, please) while on a zoom call.
10. Smile. Don’t make faces at the speaker (eye rolling). Remember, we can all see you all the time.
11. Do not overuse CHAT. That is also disruptive to the speaker.
— BJ Addis & Reuben Allen
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THE BEST OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Rosalie Lazarus

Why would anyone go to Victorville if they didn’t have to go there? The travel section of The Los
Angeles Times featured an article about a” bottle ranch” in Victorville that was only 100 miles from
my home in Encino. Need I say more?
In my research, I read about Emma Jean’s Holland Burger Café on Route 66. It had been opened
in 1947 and though I had never heard of it, it apparently was listed in travel brochures in Europe
and abroad—a claim made credible by the fact that when Ann Radow and I were there, we sat next
to a couple from Australia.
Emma Jean’s Holland Burger Cafe was a typical diner of the 40’s and only seated about 16 people. Beside hamburgers, they featured good old-fashioned biscuits and gravy. The food was nothing
to rave about, but the experience was fun.
We next went to the California Route 66 Museum opened in 1995, and it was a real winner. I especially enjoyed seeing an old Volkswagen bus that had been used by hippies in the 60’s. It had
been psychedelically painted and had all the accoutrements of the era.

Our last stop was Elmer Long’s Bottle Tree Ranch on Hwy. 66. It bore no similarity to any ranch
I had ever seen. What we found was a large plot of land with many poles that resembled hat racks
and old bottles hanging from them, as well as unusual ornaments on the top of each one. A lone
shack sat next to this forest of poles.

While we were admiring the old bottles, a man with an extremely long beard approached
and asked us nicely what had brought us there. I mentioned the article in The Los Angeles Times.
He knew about it and asked us if we would like to come into his house (the shack) and meet his
wife. Of course we answered in the affirmative. Upon entering, what we saw were floors made of
plywood, as well as cigarette butts scattered about the shack. Elmer introduced us to his stout wife
who told us they had raised three sons in that home and all three graduated college.
The kitchen, if you could call it a kitchen, had a sink Elmer had made from a hospital gurney.
He told us most of the bottles were from his Dad’s antique bottle collection, and since he had loads
of spare time on his hands he found a way to turn the bottles into a work of “art.”. We never found
out why he didn’t have a job or what he and his wife lived on. A while later in subsequent research I
read that Elmer had died of lung cancer last July. I guess I shouldn’t be surprised after seeing all
those cigarette butts in the shack.
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I recently happened to google Atlas Obscura Victorville (Atlas Obscura is my favorite
website) and discovered that on our trip to Victorville, Ann and I had missed going to Douglas Air
Force Base. The base closed in 1992 and was originally called Victorville Army Flying School.
What piqued my curiosity was the rumor that it was haunted. It’s designated as a National Historic Landmark, has a museum inside old stone barracks, and a still active cemetery dating back to
1863. The rumor concerned a resident ghost who was purported to be the spirit of a civil war soldier. A Boy Scout troop staying in the barracks overnight named him Clem. Almost sounds intriguing enough to go back to Victorville. Would we be willing to stay overnight in the barracks?
Hmmm…

WHAT ARE WE DOING DURING LOCKDOWN?
— JOYCE

LINDEN
I am supervising one student teacher and one intern teaching deaf students on American
Samoa. This is funded by a US Dept of Education grant in collaboration with the University of
Hawaii and the College of the Marshall Islands. There are twelve student teachers/interns on
seven islands: American Samoa, Guam, Pohnpai, Palau, Yap, Eebye and Majuro, and four instructors who are supervising via Zoom.
I received certification as an Independent Facilitator and am working with a vendor hired by
Regional Center to serve a deaf adult who has other challenges. I visit monthly and submit reports.
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Happy Birthday Irv Sherman – A Century Plus Two
By Wilma Helms –biographical information from Irv’s Auto-Biography

As the year 1919 dawned, World War I was over and Americans were eager for peace and
security. Alas, 1919 would prove to be anything but. The Great Flu Pandemic that had begun I
n 1918 still raged, disrupting life and creating a climate of panic and grief. It would eventually
claim about 675,000 lives in America. The country was plagued by race riots, violent political
unrest and terrorist bombings as African American soldiers returned from the War with a diminished willingness to accept racial injustice, the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia created a fear of
Communism and led to the first “red scare”, and unemployment brought about by the end of the
War led to labor/union tensions. Many historians today summarize 1919 as rivaling 1968 as the
worst year in twentieth century American history.
However, amid this chaotic environment, on February 5, 1919 a wonderful event took place in Portland, Oregon. Max and Gussie Sherman became the parents of a baby boy whom they named “Irving”. Little Irving
had a six-year old sister named Anna. Irv’s parents were both Russian
immigrants. Max Sherman was an expert cabinet maker who had immigrated to the United States in 1904. Gussie had immigrated to the United
States in 1906.
It may feel like we are in a time warp between 1919 and today — a raging pandemic, political unrest and violence and racial tensions sound all
too familiar. To remind ourselves which century we are in, let’s take a
look back and see what America looked like the year Irv was born. WoodIRV pre-1929
row Wilson was President. At the beginning of 1919 Wilson traveled to
Europe by boat for the Paris Peace Conference to finalize the end of World War. He was the first
sitting President to travel to Europe.
In 1919, the 18th Amendment to the Constitution (Prohibition) would go into effect and
Congress approved the 19th Amendment to the Constitution (Women’s Suffrage); one could buy
a pound of steak for 20 cents, a pound of bread for 5 cents, a pound of butter for 39 cents (butter
was twice as expensive as steak!), and the cost of a first class stamp was raised to 3 cents. In
1920, the life expectancy for men in the United States was 53.5 years and for women, 56.0 years.
Moving to Los Angeles
In 1923, when Irv was four years old, his family moved to Los Angeles. The city’s population
was 576,000 people. The “car culture“ came early to Los Angeles. About one-third of the people
in Los Angeles owned a car. Irv’s father was one of them. One could buy a car for $525.00. Motor
vehicles had to share the streets of Los Angeles with horse drawn carriages. Because of traffic
jams, in 1924, horse drawn carriages were banned from the streets in downtown Los Angeles during rush hour.
The Great Depression
In 1929 the Great Depression struck and turned the comfortable lifestyle of the Sherman family upside down. Customers could no longer afford to buy the expensive furniture Max produced,
and the family income plunged. As fewer and fewer customer came, Gussie returned to working
in the garment industry. She traveled a full hour each way to work while still doing all the homemaking chores and caring for her family. Both Irv and his sister got part time jobs after school.
After Anne graduated from UCLA where she studied accounting, she earned $15.00 a week as a
full time accountant. Even with the extra income, the family had a hard time making ends meet
and were in danger of losing their home. They were saved by a government program enacted as
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part of FDR’s “New Deal.” The government would buy the mortgage and then negotiate a lower,
monthly payment with the homeowner. This time period brought another devastating blow to
the Sherman family. Irv’s father died in 1936.
School days
When Irv was in elementary school he learned to play the violin and joined the school orchestra. At one point he was part of an orchestra whose members came from
all over the city and the conductor was John Phillip Sousa! His parents had
high hopes for his musical career. However, as he stared high school he
preferred to study such things as chemistry, physics and math.

IRV - June 1936

After graduating Hollywood High School, Irv enrolled in UCLA but after
his father died he assumed that he would have to leave college and get a
full-time job to take care of his mother. But his mother had developed a
plan that would stabilize the family’s finances and allow Irv to stay in college. She bought a small apartment house which the family moved into.
She then rented their house and the extra units in the apartment building.
Irv continued his education switching to UC in his final year. He graduated in 1941 with a degree in soil science.

Love and Marriage
In the late 1930’s, Irv’s sister introduced him to a young woman named Jackie Gordon. Their
romance bloomed when they were both on the Berkeley Campus. After college, Irv got a job with
the Soil Conservation Service. His starting pay was $2,000/year. Because of his high score on
the Civil Service Exam, he had the option of deciding what part of the country he wanted to work
in. Both Irv and Jackie had been members of a Zionist organization, Hashomer Hatzair, since
early college days. Jackie had moved across country to live on the Hashomer Hatzair farm in
Hightstown, New Jersey, so Irv opted to join the Soil Conservation Service in the Northeast.
Irv was visiting Jackie on the farm when they learned about the attack on Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941. The United States was now at war. His job in the Soil Conservation Service
disappeared due to budget cuts but he immediately got another job with the Civil Service Commission in Washington D.C. Jackie had transferred to the Hashomer Hatzair branch in Baltimore,
a relatively short commute to Washington DC so Irv also went to live at the Hashomer Hatzair
home with Jackie. Irv was immediately informed of the very restrictive rules of the home. It was
a true commune. He would own nothing – not even his own clothes. Everything belonged to the
group. He would turn over his paychecks and be given just enough money to commute to work.
He could no longer send money to his mother. Irv reluctantly agreed so that he could be with
Jackie. Marriage was forbidden but he could spend time with her when he was off work. After
a few months, they became disillusioned with the organization and decided to leave.
They carefully planned their escape. Very early in the morning of April 20, 1942, he and
Jackie sneaked away, taking just some clothing and small pieces of luggage. They took a train to
Washington where their first stop was the courthouse where they were married by a judge. They
now had no place to live so they found a hotel room temporarily. Housing was so scarce in wartime Washington D.C. that hotels limited stays to three nights. Irv then went on to work for the
rest of the day! (What a way to celebrate one’s wedding day!) One of Irv’s co-workers helped
them find a small apartment.
Irv later was assigned to the Army Air Forces as an aerial photo interpreter. He worked on
ship recognition, identifying commercial and warships in aerial photos taken abroad. Later,

when he was inducted into the military, he continued his work in aerial photo interpretation in
various locations.
Life After the War
Irv was at Fort MacArthur near Los Angeles when he was
discharged in March 1946. After trying a couples of other
jobs the U.S. Geological Survey, the Forest Service, Irv settled at the Los Angeles County Flood Control.
Becoming Parents – Joy and Tragedy
When they turned 30, Irv and Jackie decided it was time
they started a family. Their first son was born in October,
1949. They named him Max Alexander. Later they would
Irv, Anna, Peter Sherman
have a second son, Jonathon Irving (Jonny). They both grew
up to be wonderful accomplished individuals. Max earned
two masters degrees and is now a part of a large construction
company in Kansas. He has two children and four grandchildren. His second son, Jonny, earned
a degree in mathematics from UCLA , a law degree from Loyola, and passed the bar exam on his
first try. Unfortunately, he developed emotional problems and in, spite of the counseling his
parents arranged for him, he was unable to overcome them. He committed suicide in the spring
of 1979.
Professional Life
After Irv became a Registered Civil Engineer, he joined the American Society of Civil
Engneers (ASCE) and held several leadership positions in the organization. In 1999, he was
awarded the ASCE National History and Heritage prize.
Irv had a long, varied and rewarding career with the Los Angeles County Flood Control district from 1953 to 1980. He became Assistant Division Head in 1966 and, later, Division Head of
the Water Conservation Division. Irv took early retirement in 1980. Jackie was still working as a
schoolteacher so Irv began a second career as a freelance Consulting Engineer. Irv’s name was on
a short list of recommended consultants by both ASCE and the Flood Control District so his expertise was in demand. In between jobs, he and Jackie traveled widely all over the world.
Jackie’s Illness
In 2000, Irv and Jackie were on their way to another vacation when they received an urgent
message from their doctor to return home. Jackie had developed colon cancer. That began a
long battle to defeat the cancer – surgery, medical treatments, and when nothing else seemed to
be working, some alternative treatments. But, ultimately she lost the battle. She died on
March 31, 2003. Her family held a memorial service for her in the garden that she loved. Irv was
emotionally unable to preside over this final farewell for the woman who had been his great love
and life partner for 61 plus years. His nephew filled in for him.
Discovering the SAGE Society
Shortly after Jackie’s death, Irv contacted a couple with whom he and Jackie had been
friends, Al and Dorothy Ross. During his conversation with Al, Irv admitted he was lonely since
Jackie’s death. Al told him about an organization he belonged to called The SAGE Society. Irv
became a member and has been active in SAGE ever since. In 2019, when he turned 100 years
old, his friends in SAGE had a birthday party for him attended by more than 60 of his fellow SAGE
members.
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Finding Love Again
In December, 2003, Lu Jenkins, a long time friend of Irv and Jackie, called Irv to invite him to
a New Year’s Eve party. He was unable to attend but invited her to come visit him at some future
date. The date they settled on was February 14, Valentine’s Day. After that, Irv and Lu met frequently. They began travelling and taking cruises together. In 2015, Irv and Lu decided that Irv
should move in with Lu. Irv still lives in Newport Beach with Lu and continues to be active in
SAGE. His fellow class participants look forward to his presentations. Irv and Lu have a live-in
assistant, Yvette Budd, who drives Irv to SAGE meetings in Granada Hills.
And so we will close this story by saying “Happy 102” Birthday, Irv! We fully hope and expect
that we will be sharing SAGE classes with you for many more years.”

WORDS: Meanings you might not know
Nacelle

verb | na·celle
“Television footage showed a nearly intact nacelle inlet lip from the PW4077 lying in the
front yard of a suburban home in Broomfield, Colorado, roughly 30 miles west of the airport.” — Gregory Polek, Aviation International News, 21 Feb. 2021
Caldera noun | cal·de·ra
A large, basin-like depression resulting from the explosion or collapse of the center of a volcano. A
hollow, bowl, basin, pan, hole, cavity, pocket.
F e lic it a te verb | fih-LISS-uh- tayt
To consider happy or fortunate, to offer congratulations to. Latin adjective meaning "happy" or
“fruitful,” is the root of the English words felicity ]and felicitate.
Tutelary adjective | TOO -t uh-la ir-e e
Of or relating to a guardian. A more familiar descendant of tutela in English might be tutelage, which initially referred to guardianship or protection, but came to be used to refer to
teaching or influence. Tutelary can also be a noun referring to a tutor.
A tt i tu din i ze v e r b | at-uh-TOO-duh-nyze
To assume an affected mental attitude : pose Eventually, attitude was used for the postures a
person might assume for a specific purpose, or effect, sincere or not, those we might also
call poseurs. By the end of that same century the word attitudinize was available for complaints
about such behavior.

Perdure intransitive verb | pər-ˈdu̇ r
To continue to exist, to last. Perdure was borrowed into Middle English from Anglo-French and
traces back to the Latin verb perdurare, meaning "to continue. Example: The making of a variety
show—a nearly extinct genre that perdures as comedy fodder—is also the subject of David Cerda's
'The Rip Nelson Holiday Quarantine Special,' presented by the Chicago company Hell in a Handbag.

Organoleptic adjective | ȯr-gə-nō-ˈlep-tik
Being, affecting, or relating to qualities (such as taste, color, odor, and feel) of a substance (such
as a food or drug) that stimulate the sense organs. Lēptikos is also an ingredient in neuroleptic
(a type of powerful tranquilizer). —the verb lambanein , meaning
"to take or seize"—contributed to the formation of several English
words, including epilepsy and syllable.
Sesquipedalian adjective | se ss-kwu h-puh-DAIL -yun
Having many syllables, Long, Using long words
Horace, the ancient Roman poet known for his satire, was merely
being gently ironic when he cautioned young poets against using sesquipedalia verba—"words a foot and a half long".
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AND MORE NEW WORDS FROM THE WONDERFUL BARBARA SUNENSHINE
The Washington Post's Mensa Invitational once again invited readers to take any word from the
dictionary, alter it by adding, subtracting, or changing one letter, and supplying a new definition.
Here are the winners:
1. Cashtration (n.): The act of buying a house, which renders the subject financially impotent for
an indefinite period of time.
2. Ignoranus: A person who's both stupid and an asshole.
3. Intaxication: Euphoria at getting a tax refund, which lasts until you realize it was your money
to start with.
4. Reintarnation: Coming back to life as a hillbilly.
5. Bozone ( n.): The substance surrounding stupid people that stops bright ideas from penetrating. The bozone layer, unfortunately, shows little sign of breaking down in the near future.
6. Foreploy: Any misrepresentation about yourself for the purpose of getting laid.
7. Giraffiti: Vandalism spray-painted very, very high
8. Sarchasm: The gulf between the author of sarcastic wit and the person who doesn't get it.
9. Inoculatte: To take coffee intravenously when you are running late.
10. Osteopornosis: A degenerate disease. (This one got extra credit.)
11. Karmageddon: It's like, when everybody is sending off all these really bad vibes, right? And
then, like, the Earth explodes and it's like, a serious bummer.
12. Decafalon (n.): The grueling event of getting through the day consuming only things that are
good for you.
13. Glibido: All talk and no action.
14. Dopeler Effect: tendency of stupid ideas to seem smarter when they come at you rapidly.
15. Arachnoleptic Fit (n.): The frantic dance performed just after you've accidentally walked
through a spider web
16. Beelzebug (n.): Satan in the form of a mosquito, that gets into your bedroom at three in the
morning and cannot be cast out.
17. Caterpallor ( n.): The color you turn after finding half a worm in the fruit you're eating
The Washington Post has also published the winning submissions to its yearly contest in which readers are asked to supply alternate meanings for common words.
And the winners are:
1. Coffee, n. The person upon whom one coughs.
2. Flabbergasted, adj. Appalled by discovering how much weight one has gained.
3. Abdicate, v. To give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach.
4. Esplanade, v. To attempt an explanation while drunk.
5. Willy-nilly, adj. Impotent.
6 Negligent, adj. Absentmindedly answering the door when wearing only a nightgown.
7. Lymph, v To walk with a lisp.
8. Gargoyle, n. Olive-flavored mouthwash.
9. Flatulence, n. Emergency vehicle picking up someone who has been run over by a steamroller.
10. Balderdash, n. A rapidly receding hairline.
11. Testicle, n. A humorous question on an exam.
12. Rectitude, n. The formal, dignified bearing adopted by proctologists.
13. Pokemon, n. A Rastafarian proctologist.
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14. Oyster, n. A person who sprinkles his conversation with Yiddishisms.
15. Frisbeetarianism, n. The belief that, after death, the soul flies up onto the roof and gets
stuck there.
16. Circumvent, n. An opening in the front of boxer shorts worn by Jewish men .
COVID LOCKDOWN THERAPY: SOME NEW (?) PUNS
1. Dad, are we pyromaniacs? Yes, we arson.
2. What do you call a pig with laryngitis? Disgruntled.
3. Writing my name in cursive is my signature move.
4. Why do bees stay in their hives during winter? Swarm.
5. If you’re bad at haggling, you’ll end up paying the price.
6. Just so everyone’s clear, I’m going to put my glasses on.
7. A commander walks into a bar and orders everyone around.
8. I lost my job as a stage designer. I left without making a scene.
9. Never buy flowers from a monk. Only you can prevent florist friars.
10. How much did the pirate pay to get his ears pierced? A buccaneer.
11. I once worked at a cheap pizza shop to get by. I kneaded the dough.
12. My friends and I have named our band ‘Duvet’. It’s a cover band.
13. I lost my girlfriend’s audiobook, and now I’ll never hear the end of it.
14. Why is ‘dark’ spelled with a k and not c? Because you can’t see in the dark.
15. Why is it unwise to share your secrets with a clock? Well, time will tell.
16. When I told my contractor I didn’t want carpeted steps, they gave me a blank stare.
17. Bono and The Edge walk into a Dublin bar and the bartender says, “Oh no, not U2 again.”
18. Prison is just one word to you, but for some people, it’s a whole sentence.
19. Scientists got together to study the effects of alcohol on a person’s walk, the result was
staggering.
20. I’m trying to organize a hide and seek tournament, but good players are really hard to find.
21. I got over my addiction to chocolate, marshmallows, and nuts. I won’t lie, it was a
rocky road.
22. What do you say to comfort a friend who’s struggling with grammar? There, their, they’re.
23. I went to the toy store and asked the assistant where the Schwarznegger dolls are and he
replied, “Aisle B, back.”
24. What did the surgeon say to the patient who insisted on closing up their own incision?
Suture self.
25. I’ve started telling everyone about the benefits of eating dried grapes. It’s all about raisin
awareness.
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How to Revive Everything from Stale Bread and Crackers to Wilted
Greens
These 5 tricks will eliminate food waste and save you money.
Recipes.com by Stacey Ballis
It happens to all of us. Accidental food waste. We get overly ambitious in the produce section
or at the farmers market, and then find ourselves in possession of wilted, sad, limp fruits and veggies that go past their prime faster than we can consume them. We go to the local artisanal baker
hungry and can't decide between all the pretty offerings leaving us with two or three partially
used loaves and not nearly enough need for bread pudding or croutons. Every member of the family opens a different bag or box of snacks and now they are all staling quickly. The door of the
fridge is filled with jars and bottles with a tablespoon or less of product in the bottoms, languishing while we wait for a rare recipe that calls for half a squirt of barbecue sauce or a teaspoon of
stone ground mustard.
But as long as you aren't dealing with a mold situation, a lot of these sad almost-done-for
products can actually be revived! Here are 5 tips and tricks for helping to reduce your food waste.

How to revive stale bread
Whole or partial loaves of unsliced bread can be revived by simply running the crust side under the tap, avoiding the cut side, and then baking right on the rack of a 350° oven for 10-15
minutes. This process can be repeated daily with no ill effects, helping you get every last slice out
of those wonderful breads, especially great if you have been going down the sourdough rabbit
hole at home.

How to re-crisp chips, crackers, and crispy snacks
Spread out in a single layer on a sheet pan, mist lightly with water or flick a little water on
top with your fingers and bake in a 350° oven for 6-10 minutes. Let cool, and they should have recrisped!

How to bring wilting vegetables and herbs back to life
Did your chard start to wilt before you made it home from the market? Is the basil flagging
days before pasta night? Fill a glass or small vase with cold water, trim a half inch off the stems,
and pop them into the glass, then put the whole thing in the fridge. They should come back to life
in a few hours.

How to refresh whole vegetables
Carrots, celery, beets, radishes, asparagus, broccoli, cucumbers, zucchini, heads of romaine
or cabbage: If they have started to go a bit wobbly, trim a bit off the stem ends and submerge
whole in a bowl of ice water for 15 minutes to an hour to revive them. Then dry well and store
regularly; you should be able to use them within a day or so.

How to use the last bit of any condiment
Pretty much any bottle or jar with a little in the bottom can become an easy salad dressing.
Add 1 part vinegar or citrus juice to three parts oil to the jar or bottle, season to taste with salt
and pepper, and shake. Whether it is mustard, jam, honey, or something extra special like black
garlic ketchup or mango chutney, the condiment will provide the flavor and special oomph, and
no waste!
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HOW TO START AN EGGSHELL GARDEN

You only need a few items for this project. As you use up the eggs you have on hand, gently
rinse the shells out and save them, along with the egg carton (cut off the lid portion). Don't worry if you didn't crack the eggshells perfectly: just select the pieces you think will act as a good
holder for the seed and soil.

Start with your empty egg carton (reminder to remove the lid), and place an empty shell in
each slot. Next, fill each shell with the seed starting mix, leaving just a fraction of space between the soil and the edge. Using your finger (or the handle of a spoon), create a small hole in
the soil, and drop two seeds into each, gently covering them with a sprinkling of soil.
The best spot for your eggshell garden is on a windowsill where there is plenty of warmth
and sunlight. It's important to keep the soil moist without overwatering your seedlings. To prevent overwatering, use a spray bottle to gently mist each eggshell. Remember that the shells do
not have drainage holes, so just a few sprays every two or three days is more than sufficient.
After a few weeks, you should start to see the seedlings sprout (depending on what you decided to plant, some seeds will sprout sooner than others). Since you planted two seeds in each
eggshell, you can snip the smaller of each pair with scissors if you'd like.
HOW TO TRANSPLANT SEEDLINGS
When the seedlings have reached a couple of inches in height and/or have developed a second pair of leaves, it's time for them to be transplanted to a larger space where they have room
to grow. (Note: Do not allow the seedlings to get so tall that they begin to droop. If this happens, transplant immediately.) Before the seedlings have even reached this stage, however, you
should have a plan. Will you transplant them into pots or into your garden? If you decide to move
them to a garden, you will need to carry out an extra step called hardening off your plants. This
practice involves leaving your eggshell garden outside for longer periods of time to gradually expose the tender plants to the wind, sun, and rain, toughening them up by thickening the cuticle
in the leaves so they'll lose less water when exposed to the elements .
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This cookies mask keeps calories from

leaking into your stomach
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10 Ways You’re Loading Your Dishwasher All Wrong
Cloie Moore Updated: Mar. 09, 2021,Family Handyman Tips

Do you place glasses upside down on the tines of your dishwasher's top rack? If so, you're doing it
wrong. Keep reading to see what mistakes you're making when loading your dishwasher. . .

Dishwasher Prep
If your dishwasher is dirty, how is it supposed to clean your dishes? Before
loading your dishwasher, it is important to make sure it is clear of old
food and residue. To do this, first locate and clean out the filter at the
bottom of your dishwasher. Then wipe down the inside of the dishwasher
with a damp rag, including the sprayer arm, racks and the seal around the
door.

Glasses
Plastic cups, glasses and mugs should be loaded on the top rack of your
dishwasher, not over the tines but next to them, to ensure more space for
more dishes. They should be placed upside down, so that the inside of the
glasses gets the most spray.

Dinner Plates
Large plates should be loaded on the bottom rack of your dishwasher,
but not all facing the same direction. To ensure the side that you eat off
of gets the most spray during the wash cycle, make sure your plates are
facing inward toward the middle of the rack.

Small Bowls
Single-serving bowls can be loaded on the top rack of your dishwasher. To
save space, they should be shingled together (or slightly overlapped), but
like large plates, try to keep them facing toward the center of the rack to
receive maximum spray.

Water Bottles
Make sure your water bottles are labeled “dishwasher safe” before loading
them on the bottom rack. And just like your drinking glasses and mugs, water bottles should be placed upside down beside (not over) the tines on the
rack. This will save space and ensure the spray gets inside the water bottles.
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Large Utensils
Spatulas, serving spoons and other large utensils should not be loaded
with the rest of your silverware, as they are too tall and can get in the
way of your dishwasher’s spray arm. They should be loaded flat on the
top rack, and make sure to keep them spaced out so all surfaces get
clean.

Silverware
Forks, spoons and small knives can be loaded in the designated silverware compartment of your dishwasher. However, if your compartment
doesn’t have slots that separate each piece of silverware, you should
arrange them so that they are not all facing the same direction. Load
some with the handles down and some with the handles up to keep them
from sticking together.

Baking Dishes
Only those labeled “dishwasher safe” should be loaded into your dishwasher, and facing inward along the outer edge of the bottom rack is
the best location. There baking dishes will get maximum spray and
won’t block soap and water from reaching your other dishes.

Large Mixing Bowls
A large mixing bowl should be placed upside down on the bottom rack
with no other dishes under it. Leaning mixing bowls against other dishes
on the bottom rack will also help to avoid water blockage.

Container Lids
Lightweight food storage container lids can be difficult to keep in place
during a dish washing cycle, but it’s important that they don’t end up
laying flat on a rack, as that will block the spray from reaching your other dishes and will cause water to pool on top of the lids. The best place
to load them is on the top rack of your dishwasher, sideways between
tines.
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